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In the very beginning of human life humans were nothing but a wild animal. They live under the
open air in the wild and dance forest. In those dance forest their companions where the wild
animals. Ancient humans donâ€™t know the use of clots, fires etc. They had raw fruits, vegetables and
even raw flashes of wild animals. They always fought with the wild animals and also with the nature.
As the time progresses they had learn the use of fire, cloth etc. At last they were able to make a
house in the wild dance forest. They not only made the houses but also design them by different
materials used in daily life. This practice of designing the interior of a house was last for a long time
and gradually it became an art. This art of interior designing was modified in the age of different
dynasties throughout the world.  The kings of that time gave special emphasis towards the interior
designing of their palaces, offices, monument build by them. They appoint expert artist for this job
and gave them high remunerations. In India the examples of such interior designs are plenty. Some
of them are Taj Mahal, Qutubminar etc.

In the modern time this art is become very popular and is converted in a profession. The interior
decorator of ancient time share their working experiences in many books and their works are also
take place in history books. This informationâ€™s act as source of inspiration for the young generation
who want to make their career in interior designing. In modern time the value of interior designers
are gradually increasing. Many peoples are now engaging themselves in this profession.

As history says India was a good source of interior designing, many Indian people are now
engaging in this profession. Many Indian interior designers are working in India and throughout the
world also. Interior designing is become as a passion for many Indian students who want to make
their career in this field. To help these passionate students many organizations are starting courses
of interior designing.

Like all other states of India, many organizations also have been started interior design training
institute in Kolkata. Many interested students are coming in the Interior design training institute in
Kolkata to learn the subject and make their career. In these institutes many experienced interior
designers are taking classes in a regular way and share the techniques and experiences with the
students. These interior design training institute in Kolkata provides practical classes along with the
theory so that the students can gather practical experiences along with the theoretical knowledge.
These institutes also provide the world class study materials, reference books, library facilities to
their students. These interior designing training institutes in Kolkata also take a final examination
after the completion of the course and a certificate is issued to the successes full students with their
respected grades. This certificate is valuable all over the India. Finally these Interior design training
institute in Kolkata also arrange campusing from where the students can get a job.
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Asitava Bose - About Author:
Infinite Infotech is an a Interior design training institute in Kolkata located in the Behala. Besides
interior designing training they also provide many courses. Their other programs are 
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